UNDERGRADUATE HONORS THESIS PRESENTATIONS

Please join us for the theses presentations (joint with Economics) during the last week of our winter quarter. Students will present in three sessions, all held in the ARE library (4101 SS&H).

Tuesday, March 14th: 2pm-4pm

Nivi Achanta: The Effect of Common Core on Learning Outcomes
Thomas Smith: Can Macroeconomic Conditions Affect Enrollment in Higher Education?
Emily Kaar: Implementation of Common Core Implementation of Common Core
Konrad L Franco: Lower Tail Earnings Inequality and Crime
Brian Lee: Does Economic Success Reduce Corruption? Evidence from Egypt
Phuc Luong: Time-of-Day Effect on Academic Achievement of Adolescents

Wednesday, March 15th: 12noon-2pm

Lucy Lu: Evaluating Parking Demand at UC Davis
Weizhou Wang: Distress and Recovery of Technology Companies from the Dot.com Bust
Albert Huang: Corporate Financial Performance and Sustainability Strategies
Yuren Zhang: NBA Players' Salary and Performance
Yuwei Chen: Affordable Care Act: Local Impact at Thresholds of Benefit Qualifications
Carey Chan: Living in Subdivided Units in Hong Kong. Is It a Choice?

Friday, March 17th: 10am-12noon

Serena Chew: Is Study Abroad Perpetuating Educational Inequality?
Sophia Law: College Students Campus Consumption Behavior and Payment Method Used
Julie Beppler: The Impact of Restaurant's Menu Design on Consumer Choice
Karen Wu: Willingness to Pay to Live in the Bay Area
Ryan Koch: Success Factors for Lending Club Borrowers
Linda Vo: The Impact of Social Norm Comparisons on Residential Water Consumption

For more information contact:
Dr. Kristin Kiesel (thesis coordinator)
e-mail: kiesel@ucdavis.edu
Office : SSH 2147